Stories for Early Learners
Tales for children

The Quentin Blake and John Yeoman Collection
Author: John Yeoman
Format: eAudiobook
A collection of gorgeous stories from Quentin Blake and John Yeoman.

Bananas in My Ears
Author: Michael Rosen
Format: Book
VIC Premier’s Reading Challenge Year 3 and Year 4
A collection of poems about the pleasures of messing about and the pains of
feeling ill, of animal antics down at the doctor’s and strange goings-on on the
beach. All this and a trip on a flying bed, too!

Rhyme Stew
Author: Roald Dahl, Roald
Format: Book
VIC Premier’s Reading Challenge Year 3 and Year 4 VIC Premier’s Reading
Challenge Year 5 and Year 6
A collection of ribald rhymes featuring characters from fairy tales, fables and
nursery rhymes - as you’ve never seen them before! From the tortoise and the
hare and Hansel and Gretel to Ali Baba and Aladdin, these traditional stories will
never seem the same again once you have had a taste of Roald Dahl’s hilarious
verse and Quentin Blake’s suitably lively illustrations.
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The Beatrix Potter Collection
Author: Beatrix Potter
Format: eAudiobook
The Beatrix Potter Collection is perfect for introducing a new generation to
the magic of her adored classic stories. Featuring her much-loved children’s
tales and showcasing some of the most recognisable characters in English
literature, it will enthrall and entertain young listeners whilst providing warm
nostalgia for those already acquainted. The collection includes the classic tales
of Peter Rabbit, a rebellious and disobedient young rabbit; Mrs Tiggy-Winkle,
the diligent hedgehog washerwoman; Jemima Puddle-Duck, an innocent and
loving mother duck, and many more as they cause mischief, confront danger
and make new friends.

Play School Story Time: Volume 2
Format: eAudiobook
Hairy Maclary and Zachary Quack by Lynley Dodd
The Rabbit-Hole Golf Course by Ella Mulvey

All About Hairy Maclary
Author: Lynley Dodd
Format: Picture Book
Meet mischievous Hairy Maclary and his rollicking gang in this ... shaped board
book for babies.

King Coo
Author: Adam Stower
Format: eAudiobook
Meet our hero Ben Pole. He’s on the run from his arch-enemy Monty Grabbe
when he discovers a forest with rope swings, water slides, Herbert the
wombat, and best of all King Coo. But watch out! Cow-pat-a-pults and Slug
Pulp to the ready! Monty and his gang have a dastardly plan, and Ben and Coo
need to come up with their best invention yet ...
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Adventures of Jasper and Scruff
Author: Nicola Colton
Format: Compact Disc
Jasper and Scruff: Jasper has everything he could want, a fancy apartment, bow
ties in every colour and a large book collection. The only thing he’s missing is the
right type of friends! Jasper wants to become a member of ‘The Sophisticats’, a
society for exceptional felines, more than anything. When they accept Jasper’s
dinner invitation, he knows his chance to impress has arrived. But a boisterous
puppy called Scruff follows Jasper home and his evening doesn’t quite go to
plan. Hunt for the Golden Bone: As Jasper and Scruff prepare for a day in their
new bookshop, a mysterious package is delivered, containing a rare book
written by the great seafaring cat herself, Black Whiskers. Inside, they discover a
treasure map, and together the friends set out on a quest to find the legendary
golden bone. But little do they realise that their old enemies, the Sophisticats
might have a paw in things. Take a Bow: When Jasper and Scruff hear about the
Reach Fur the Stars talent show they know it’s their big chance to shine. But while
Scruff hopes his magic act will dazzle the judges, Jasper wants the limelight all to
himself. And they’re not the only ones who want to get their paws on the Grand
Prize, the Sophisticats have a sneaky plan to steal the show. Will Jasper and Scruff
team up in time to stop the cunning cats? The Great Cat Cake-off: Determined
not to be outdone by their old enemies, The Sophisticats, Jasper sets to work on
a fancy new menu. But while Jasper hopes to gain a coveted three paw rating
from the great restaurant critic Gaspard le Skunk, Scruff worries that his friend is
forgetting about their loyal regulars. Worse still, The Sophisticats have heard that
Gaspard is paying the diner a visit and have cooked up a fiendish plan.

The Billie B Brown Collection
Author: Rippin, Sally
Format: eAudiobook
Meet Billie B Brown! Do you know what the B stands for? It’s for Brave, Brilliant
and Bold!

Frankie Potts and the Sparkplug Mysteries
Author: Juliet Jacka
Format: Book
Meet Frankie Potts, the village of Tring’s number one girl detective. She has
flaming red hair, a questioning mind and an addiction to gobstoppers. And
she is REALLY good at solving mysteries. When Frankie is adopted by a dog at
the window of her favourite sweetshop, there’s detecting to be done. The dog,
Sparkplug, is adorable. Even Frankie’s formidable Grandma M goes all soft and
goopy in his presence. Sparkplug can ride a skateboard like a pro, high-five, dance
on his hind legs and sniff out a mystery two houses away. He’s the ideal dog for a
detective. Sparkplug wants to stay with Frankie and Frankie would dearly love to
keep him, but where is he from? There are other mysteries to solve, and they all
seem to be linked: trails of ants; Grandma M’s odd behaviour; her secret tattoo.
What? When and WHY did cardy-wearing Grandma get a tattoo? A circus has just
arrived in the village, it seems a good place to start looking for clues. But first,
Frankie will have to get Sparkplug past Tring Dog Control and her archenemy,
Ralph Peter-McGee.
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More About Paddington
Author: Michael Bond
Format: Book
VIC Premier’s Reading Challenge Prep, Year 1 and Year 2
VIC Premier’s Reading Challenge Year 3 and Year 4
Paddington Bear becomes a celebrity when he takes portraits of the Brown family
with a very old camera. Thanks to the unique results, a local shop puts the photos
on display. And that s just the first adventure this extraordinary bear finds himself
in. From wallpapering to mystery-solving, Paddington does it all with the sense
of wonder and playful charm that readers have come to love. First published in
1959, More about Paddington is the second novel by Michael Bond chronicling
the adventures of this classic character. Paddington has charmed generations of
readers with his earnest good intentions and humorous misadventures.

Day/night Decider
Author: Mitchell Starc
Format: Book
VIC Premiers’ Reading Challenge Year 3 and Year 4
Mitch Starc is facing his mightiest test yet. Lights on, fight’s on! It’s time for the
epic Day/Night Decider! Mitch is getting ready for the biggest game of his life.
But Coach has a surprise in store for Mitch and his team: they’re going to be
playing at night, under lights! And with a pink ball! So what else does Mitch have
to deal with? - The Wombats have just had the WORST TEAM PHOTO ever taken!
- Mitch has a cockroach ON HIS HEAD! - His best mate is planning a party... and
that means TROUBLE! - There’s only ONE MORE GAME for Mitch to achieve his
cricket dream. Can Mitch and his team end the season on a high?

Little Monsters
Author: David Walliams
Format: Picture Book
Howler is a SMALL werewolf with a BIG problem. He is just not SCARY! And that
makes him the odd one out at Monster School… But when Howler finds some
new friends, he discovers that being the ODD one out might just make him the
COOLEST one of all.

44 Tiny Secrets
Author: Sylvia Bishop
Format: eAudiobook
Betsy turned back to the piano and tried one more time. Tinkle-tink, tinkletink, tinker-splunkle-splunkle – ow! Betsy Bow-Linnet longs to play the piano
like her world-famous parents but no matter how hard she tries the notes
never come out right. So when a mysterious letter arrives offering a Method
that will make her playing ‘completely, totally, stupendously stunning’, Betsy
jumps at the chance. There’s only one condition: she must keep the Method a
secret ...
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